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There is a serial number on the body: 584168 The ligature has FRANCE inscribed on it.. Many Selmer trumpets have numbers
stamped on the A friend gave me his old Bundy that he had played in school band, probably in the early to mid-70s.. I remember
back in high school me and my Bach-owning buddies looked down on the kids playing 3rd trumpet on Bundys, but I have
developed new respect 'cause this horn plays surprisingly well.

But that's it I've done my research and I know the history of the Bundy company, (acquired by Selmer, some clarinets are
resonite plastic, etc.
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Selmer Paris Central I have been trying to improve upon the generally-available serial number lists for.. The serial number is
123608 Engraving on the bell reads: DESIGNED BY VINCENT BACH B U N D Y H.. Was Bundy at one time an independent
trumpet maker and bought out by Selmer like Bach?Also, I would like to date this horn, but the only list of serial numbers I can
find for Bundy are combined with Buescher and seems useless for dating this horn.. He then carried other brands for sale Bundy
bought out the operation in 28 or so and started building Bundy horns in 1941 for the student market.

There is also a C trumpet, which is built almost exactly like the Bb trumpet but with a different length of pipe for a different
tonal center.. My point is that it is NOT a serial number list for Bundy To tell people that it is, is to perpetuate misinformation..
When writing or transposing music for the Bb* trumpet, one must write everything down a whole step (two 1/2 steps) to
produce the correct melody/tones.. Bundy Selmer Serial Number ChartA trumpet is an instrument in the brass family It uses
valves, mainly three, to change its pitch.. Sep 07, 2008  bundy serial #'s Discussion in 'Trumpet Discussion' started by
edcon1981, Sep 6, 2008.

Ohh if you sell it to a friend i would say $150-250 but if your selling it to a company expect $100-250 depending on condition It
totally depends on the model and of course the condition of the model sold.. Finally, there is the Piccalo trumpet, which is
pitched an exact octave above the regular Bb trumpet, and usually features a fourth valve to help intonation and acoustics.. On
the barrel, there is an appearance of what used to be a BUNDY logo, but it has disappeared other than a slight reminiscence of
it.. View the manufacturing date ranges on serial numbers for many of our legendary brands.. George Bundy was an employee
of the American operation of the Selmer (Paris)co and operated the business after the French rep went back to France.. To
produce a tone on a trumpet, the player must 'buzz' their lips into the trumpet's mouthpiece, using plenty of air which should be
engaged by use of the diaphragm, or upside-down bowl shaped muscle that allows your lungs to expand and contract.. Since
there are many models above this, the figures will increase until you reach the rare 'Firebird' (ST-303), which is often seen at an
asking price between $5,500 and $7,500.. Digital fashion pro free trial The trumpet is probably the most recognizable
instrument from the brass family, and it pitched in the key of Bb, or a half step lower than the actual or 'concert' tone.. ) but I
want to know these things: Is it plastic or wood? And The year of manufacture.. You might email Conn-Selmer to see if they
have an authoritative serial list I have a Bundy clarinet that I've been playing for almost 5 years and I love it to death.
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